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150 - 165 grain bullets using IMR-4064 is a good place to start. Don't be surprised if you need a small base
die. BARs were extremely tight for the first several years. Shoot it first with factory ammo of the weight you
want to shoot. If it functions and gives acceptable accuracy, then work on loads ...
Reloading for Browning BAR 30.06 - Shooters Forum
The CZ 75 SP-01, great for self-defense, EDC, and competition! Here we go over some upgrades and review
this legendary pistol and what makes it a great choice for your next (or first) competition pistol.
CZ 75 SP-01 [Review]: Self-Defense & Competition Ready
Ballistics calculations and formulas for small arms. Bibliography This bibliography page is divided into three
sections, Interior, Exteriror and Miscellaneous.It is not meant to be an exhaustive list, just the references that
I have used to compile this site.
JBM Bibliography
Jeremiah Johnson is a retired Green Beret of the United States Army Special Forces (Airborne) and a
graduate of the U.S. Armyâ€™s SERE school (Survival Evasion Resistance Escape). This is the final
installment of our personal stance-series (Part 1, Part 2)Today we will discuss rucksacks, the uses for
vehicles, and specialty gear you may want to consider.
A Green Beret's Guide To Basics and Priorities: Rucksacks
Gmail is email that's intuitive, efficient, and useful. 15 GB of storage, less spam, and mobile access.
Gmail
Best site for precision rifle accuracy and accurate shooting. Daily Bulletin Blog for AccurateShooter.com
6mmBR.com has 223 243 308 6mm 7mm caliber accuracy reloading data. Benchrest, F-Class, Tactical,
Varmint, High Power. Rifle accuracy tips. Scopes optics. Ballistics. Winchester Lapua brass. 17 HMR 223
6mm 6.5mm 308 components (.243 bullets, 6mm 308 223 7mm barrels, powders, primers ...
Daily Bulletin
From someone who knows his a** from his elbow, and more: In case folks haven't figured it out by now I'm
pretty interested in long range shooting. I'm just not all that interested in playing rifle platoon games with
active duty rifle platoons. I think it's something that just kind of happens when you're a combat veteran and 40
years old.
Western Rifle Shooters Association: Scoped Hunting Rifles
Iâ€™m sure there are more but the two I can recommend since Iâ€™ve read them are Long Range Shooting
Handbook by Ryan M Cleckner, a very good starting point if youâ€™re looking to get into long range
shooting â€“ costs about $25 ($10 if you get the ebook).. If you want something really heavy though â€“
basically the holy grail/textbook of it all then youâ€™ll want to look at Applied Ballistics ...
Best Ballistic Calculator Apps for Your Smartphone - Pew
This document is a collection of Unix/Linux/BSD commands and tasks which are useful for IT work or for
advanced users. This is a practical guide with concise explanations, however the reader is supposed to know
what s/he is doing.
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Unix Toolbox - cb.vu
A. accurize, accurizing: The process of altering a stock firearm to improve its accuracy.; action: The physical
mechanism that manipulates cartridges and/or seals the breech.The term refers to the method in which
cartridges are loaded, locked, and extracted from the mechanism. Actions are generally categorized by the
type of mechanism used.
Glossary of firearms terms - Wikipedia
Mobile device forensics is a branch of digital forensics relating to recovery of digital evidence or data from a
mobile device under forensically sound conditions. The phrase mobile device usually refers to mobile phones;
however, it can also relate to any digital device that has both internal memory and communication ability,
including PDA devices, GPS devices and tablet computers.
Mobile device forensics - Wikipedia
Serge Gutwirth (1960) professor of Human Rights, Comparative law, Legal Theory and Methodology at the
Faculty of Law and Criminology of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), where he studied law, criminology and
also obtained a post-graduate degree in technology and science studies.
Serge Gutwirth - Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Having recently read Your Money or Your Life, I've been cutting down on personal expenses wherever
possible.Specially recurring expenses which include monthly charges from VPS hosting. Let's reduce those
chargesâ€¦ My VPS needs are fairly small (mostly hobby and tinkering).
Xenodium - Ã•lvaro RamÃ-rez
Join GitHub today. GitHub is home to over 28 million developers working together to host and review code,
manage projects, and build software together.
GitHub - vuejs/awesome-vue: ðŸŽ‰ A curated list of awesome
International Journal of Engineering Research and Applications (IJERA) is an open access online peer
reviewed international journal that publishes research ..
Peer Reviewed Journal - IJERA.com
Hyperlinked definitions and discussions of many terms in cryptography, mathematics, statistics, electronics,
patents, logic, and argumentation used in cipher construction, analysis and production. A Ciphers By Ritter
page.
Ritter's Crypto Glossary and Dictionary of Technical
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